Application to DROP a MAJOR or MINOR

- Department signature is required.
- Indicate your final Intended Plan in the box.
- Deliver completed form to Registrar’s Office yourself. Please do not leave it with the department to send

ID#__________________   Name _____________________________________________________
Grad Year ___________     Date_______________

I am dropping a
☐ major in_______________________________________________________________
☐ minor in_______________________________________________________________

**Required approval** from dropping Department:

______________________________________________________________ Date: ________________
(Signature of Department Chair)

**Your Intended Plan:**

**MAJOR**
(required)

**SECOND MAJOR**
(optional)

**COURSE MINOR/S** (up to two for one major; none if two majors)

HONORS:

Major_______________________________________________________________
Minor_______________________________________________________________
(Must be Second Major or one of above Course Minors)